GEORGE MANGOLETSI’S GM MANIFOLD MODIFIER
PATENTED 1954
The only petrol economizer/saver that worked
The following press, motor industry research organisation’s and fleet owners’
reports prove that the Mangoletsi GM Manifold Modifier was the only petrol saving
equipment that really worked.
Tests have shown that when the correct sizes were fitted there was no reduction in
top speed. It is not recommended to buy or fit second hand modifiers, as there were
18 different sizes and therefore there is a substantial chance that you may fit one that
is too small.
The Mangoletsi GM Manifold modifier could only be fitted with carburettors and
cannot be used with modern car fuel injection systems – they are therefore no longer
in production.

The only fuel saver to really work and consistently
show significant savings in fuel, tested over a 25 year
period by all leading motor journals, including
Motor, Autocar, AA Drive, What Car.
George’s unique knowledge of carburation and fuel
distribution enabled him to design a simple product
that was a genuine and serious advance in
carburation.
The popular conception, including Discovery
Channel’s test programme, is that there has never
been a genuinely successful fuel saving product. The
success of the Modifier makes George Mangoletsi’s
knowledge of carburation even more impressive.

WHAT THE PRESS SAID
“The only accessory our tests
found to give any consistent
improvement”

“G M Manifold
Modifier is still
the only
economy device
we heartily
recommend”

“The G M Manifold
Modifier has been
logically conceived”

“

This is the first device Drive has found
that meets its claims”

AWARDS
Extract from the winning paper
relating to mprovements obtained
by the use of the G M Manifold
Modifier

Autocar
trophy
and
economy
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MAJOR FLEET USERS
Over 30,000 fleet vehicles were fitted with G M Manifold Modifiers

“The average saving
from a Mangoletsi
carburettor gadget
has averaged 4
mpg”

Letter from Welsh
Gas, one of the many
Gas Boards to fit their
fleet with the G M
Manifold Modifier,
addressed to the
Swedish Government
Energy Commission.

